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Abstract—Security and access control of data
is major issue in wireless network. The
mobility and open stack of communication of
wireless networks intended various security
threats. In wireless network some well know
attacks such as black hole attack, wormhole
attack degrades the performance of network
and theft of data. in this paper proposed the
constraints-based function for the detection of
wormhole attack. The constraints-based
function used clustering and round-trip time
(RTT). The process of algorithm estimates the
position of worm node using the value of
distance function K. the proposed algorithm
simulated in NS-2 simulator and evaluate
some standard parameters. Our proposed
algorithms give better performance instead of
pervious algorithm of wormhole detection.
Keywords:— Wireless Network, Wormhole,
RTT, Clustering, NS-2
1. INTRODUCTION
The popularity of wireless network is
increase day to day. The increased popularity
responsible for reliable and secured
combination of data over the network. The
mobility and dynamic infrastructure of
wireless network invites some security threats.
Encounter of security threats various malicious
attack are involved such as black hole attack,
worm hole attack, sink attack and many packet
-based attacks. These attacks theft the data and

degraded the performance of wireless network
[1-2]. In this paper basically focus on worm
hole attack detection. The process of security
threats divide in tow section active and passive
attack. A functioning assault endeavors to
modify or pulverize the information being
traded in the system, subsequently disturbing
the typical working of the system. It can be
arranged into two classifications outside
assaults and inward assaults. Outside assaults
are completed by hubs that don't have a place
with the system [7-9]. These assaults can be
forestalled by utilizing standard security
components, for example, encryption methods
and firewalls. Interior assaults are done by
bargained hubs that are a piece of the system.
Since the assailants are as of now part of the
system as approved hubs, inner assaults are
more serious and hard to recognize when
contrasted with outer assaults. An uninvolved
assault does not disturb legitimate task of the
system. The assailant noses the information
traded in the system without changing it. Here,
the necessity of classification can be
disregarded if an assailant is likewise ready to
translate the information accumulated through
snooping[4]. Location of detached assaults is
extremely troublesome since the activity of the
system itself does not get influenced [3]. In a
wormhole assault, two aggressor hubs join.
One aggressor hub gets bundles at one point
and ―passages‖ them to another assailant hub
by means of a private system association, and
after that replays them into the system.
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Wormhole assault is a hand-off-based assault
that can upset the steering convention [10-11]d
thusly disturb or breakdown a system and
because of this reason, this assault is not
kidding. For the prevention and detection of
wormhole attacks various algorithms and
methodology are proposed. In the consequence
of detection of wormhole attack proposed the
K-distance based algorithm for wormhole
attack detection[7-8]. The K-distance formula
derived the position of normal node and
wormhole node during the process of
communication. The rest of paper organized as
section II. Process model of wormhole. In
section III. Proposed algorithm. in section IV
simulation of network and finally conclude in
section V.
2. PROCESS OF WORMHOLE

Figure 1: Scenario of Wormhole.

In a wormhole attack, two attacker nodes
join. One attacker node receives packets at one
point and ―tunnels" them to another attacker
node via a private network connection, and
then replays them into the network.

Figure(1) shows the simple worm hole in
the network. Here node 2 and node 8 create the
tunnel in order to work as a malicious node.
Both nodes give the illusion to another node
that there is a shortest path. But this shortest
path does not exist and attack can easily
perform by the attacker[5-6].

Wormhole attack is a relay-based attack
that can disrupt the routing protocol and
therefore disrupt or breakdown a network and
due to this reason, this attack is serious. We
can use 4 steps to explain about a general
wormhole attack[10, 12].

There are three types of wormhole
attacks are available. There are classified based
on its Nodes. There is open wormhole attack,
half open wormhole attack and closed
wormhole.

1.

An attacker has two trusted nodes
in two different locations of a
network with a direct link between
the two nodes.

2.

The attacker records packets at one
location of a network.

Pen Wormhole Attack: In this type of attack
both nodes are available in the network in
order to complete the communication in the
network. Here both nodes can change the data
as well as show them self in route discovery
path.

3.

The attacker then tunnels the
recorded packets to a different
location.

Half Open Wormhole Attack: In this type of
attack one node is open in network in order to
spoil the integrity of data.

4.

The attacker re-transmits those
packets back into the network
location from step 1.

Closed Wormhole Attack: When the tunnel
has formed then both node hide then self from
the network but act for modifying the data.
They show that the shortest path to the send the
data.
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3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
For the detection of wormhole attack in
wireless network used k-distance based
function. The k-distance based function
estimate the group of near nodes based on
same number of request and creates cluster.
The formation of cluster based on the number
of request and responded processes of
communication. The process of algorithms
describes here
k-distance(p): The distance between a
node point and its kth node neighbor—kthNN).
Reachability distance (reach-dist) of a
node point p with respect to another node point
o

nof (pt ) ←normal node Insertion (pt)
if normal node is =b then

Compute
end for
if I > 0 then
compute
similarly

worm hole node detected
Update k-point distance p

wormholenode - distk (p, o) =

end if

= min {k - distance(0), d (p, o) } (1)

i←i+1;

where d (p, o) is the euclidean distance
between p and o.
minimum RTT of k distance pp

k-distance(z j )LOF(z j )

end if
end for
return whd.

Where N(p, k) is the set of k same request p
Worm hole detection

Algorithm Steps
Nof = normal node
Whd=wormhole detection
Input: set of requests point
P ={ pn, … … … , pn }
Cluster of m (empty b:c = m - b)
Output: set of whd ={ whd (p1), … …
… , nof pn } value
i ← 0; {step}
for all pt ∈ P do

Figure 2: Proposed model of worm hole detection
based on k-distance and RTT.
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4. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
RESULT

Packet Delivery Ratio

In this section discuss the process of
simulation and analysis of result. The proposed
algorithm is simulated in NS-2 software. The
NS-2 Software is well known network
simulator for wireless network.

Figure 4: Packet Delivery Ratio vs Speed of Nodes.

Figure shows the packet delivery ratio
for CDA and CDF. We can observe from the
figure that Both CDA and CDF improves the
packet delivery ratio than CDA.
Normalized Routing Load

Figure 3: Simulation Scenario of Modified CDF
Scheme on Pause Time 30sec.

Figure it can be observed that CDA has
more routing overhead compared to both the
CDF.

Above figure shows that packet behavior
in the normal mode to the attacking mode in
normal mode the rate of packet receiving and
transmission is maximum and the rate of attack
increase the drop rate of packet is decrease.
Table 1: Simulation Parameters.
Parameter

Value

Simulation Duration

50, 100, 150, 200Sec.

Simulation Area

1000*1000

Number of mobile nodes 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
Traffic Type

Cbr(udp),

Packet Rate

4 packet/sec.

Abnormal Node

Variable

Host Pause Time

10 Sec.

We recreate our strategy in NS-2 with
help of OTCL and TCL reenactment script
record, now assessment of execution of these
changed plans we utilized standard parameter
of ad-hoc system.

Figure 5: Normalized Routing Load Vs Speed of
Nodes.

Both the way misfortune delicate
variations of CDA does not handle the RREQ
in the event that it is having vast way
misfortune, that will decrease the directing
burden in both the variations. The CDA does
not have stable course which expands the
course disclosure. Expanded course revelation
acquires all the more directing overhead.
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Average End to End Delay
From Figure we can observe that CDA
achieves reduction in average end to end delay.
This can happen because CDA has the
minimum hop route and CDF has a route with
higher no of hops than CDA.

Figure 6: Average End to End Delay Vs Speed of
Nodes.

CDA has least no of jumps in this way,
there will be less time spent in handling the
information parcels. The reality of the matter is
that both CDF gives stable course at the same
time, they discover a course with expanded no
of jumps contrasted with CDA which will
build the End to End postpone contrasted with
CDA. The expanded End to End defer of both
CDF is considered as an exchange off of our
proposed work i.e. the value we are paying to
accomplish the steady way.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
In this paper proposed k-distance based
algorithm for the detection of wormhole node
in wireless network. The proposed algorithm
considers two distance point one is near node
as same group and other is fear node with
different group. the near and fear group creates
number of cluster and validate their position of
node. The position of node decides the normal
node and malicious node in wireless network.
The proposed algorithm simulates in NS-2
simulator and measured some parameters such
as PDR, normalized load and network
throughput. The proposed algorithm compares
with CDS algorithms. The CDS algorithms
stans for centralized distribute system for
wormhole detection.
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